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Custom Panoramic Lab

1385-87 Palmetto Park Road West • Boca Raton, FL 33486
561-361-0031 • 561-361-0494 (24 hour fax)

http://www.roundshot.com • CustomLab@aol.com

The IAPP BoutiqueThe IAPP BoutiqueThe IAPP BoutiqueThe IAPP BoutiqueThe IAPP Boutique

To order: Send check, money order, VISA, MC (include $4 shipping) to:

IAPP Boutique • PO Box 2816 • Boca Raton, FL 33427-2816

Fuji Professional Camera & Film Dealer

0-8230-7654-7
0-8174-3293-0
1-874031-63-0
0-8174-3609-X
0-8174-3658-8
0-8174-3661-8
0-8174-3871-8
0-8174-4017-8
0-8174-3710-X
0-8174-5424-1
0-8174-5449-7
0-8174-5422-5
0-8230-4016-X
0-8230-6465-4
0-8174-5871-9
0-8230-4988-4
0-8174-6353-4
0-8174-6375-5
IAPP-00000-1

Photographers Resource
Aerial Photography
Guide to Russian & Soviet Cameras
The Backpackers Photography Handbook
Capturing the Landscape with your Camera
Capturing the Night with your Camera
Field Guide to Photographing Landscapes
Industrial Photography
John Shaws Landscape Photography
The Photographers Guide to Exposure
The Photographers Guide to Using Filters
The Photographers Guide to Using Light
Photographing Buildings Inside and Out
Pro Lighting: Indoor Shots
Shooting for Stock
A Users Guide to the View Camera
Using the View Camera
The View Camera - New Ed
Panorama California

$19.95
$22.50
$45.00
$19.95
$22.50
$24.95
$16.95
$22.50
$24.95
$18.95
$22.50
$18.95
$27.50
$29.95
$22.50
$36.50
$22.50
$22.50
$20.00

Caps -
adjustable, white w/red logo -
$8.00

Coasters
set of 3 -

$10.00

Audio tapes - Set of six, 90  minute
audio casettes, of  presentations at the
1996 IAPP Convention - $18.00
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IAPP members takIAPP members takIAPP members takIAPP members takIAPP members take 10% off listed price for books.e 10% off listed price for books.e 10% off listed price for books.e 10% off listed price for books.e 10% off listed price for books.

All T-shirts are best quality available, 100%
cotton, pre-shrunk, heavy weight, taped
neck, hi-crew collar, full fit.

IAPP Cap - modern
low profile design,
brushed suede visor,
cream with blue
leather adjustable
strap - $9.95
IAPP long sleeve
shirt - heavy duty
denim that's soft as
can be, looks great,
washes up great,
large & XL - $34.95

TTTTT-Shir-Shir-Shir-Shir-Shirts & Capsts & Capsts & Capsts & Capsts & Caps

Standard
LogoTee’s
red logo -
$15.00

New Items

ROUNDSHOTROUNDSHOTROUNDSHOTROUNDSHOTROUNDSHOT

FILM PROCESSINGFILM PROCESSINGFILM PROCESSINGFILM PROCESSINGFILM PROCESSING

PPPPPANORAMIC PRINTINGANORAMIC PRINTINGANORAMIC PRINTINGANORAMIC PRINTINGANORAMIC PRINTING

Simply the best built 360°
panoramic cameras.

From 35mm to 5 inch.

Negatives up to 10 inches wide by 63 inches long can be printed
for prints up to 40 inches wide by 164 feet long!

Prints are all custom - No machine prints.
     All negatives are custom analyzed.

Prints available on matte or glossy.
     Duraflex, Duratrans and Duraclears available.

35mm to cirkut negatives processed.
20" C-41 Film Processor

E-6 Processing

YYYYYour Complete Pour Complete Pour Complete Pour Complete Pour Complete Panoramic Headquaranoramic Headquaranoramic Headquaranoramic Headquaranoramic Headquarters!ters!ters!ters!ters!

TTTTTrrrrry Our New Ry Our New Ry Our New Ry Our New Ry Our New R-3 P-3 P-3 P-3 P-3 Processor Processor Processor Processor Processor Prints from Trints from Trints from Trints from Trints from Transparenciesransparenciesransparenciesransparenciesransparencies

Panoramic Resource Book - Contains
information on panoramic equipment,
supplies, service providers and more! You
can’t pass up this deal - $5.00 each.
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Discovering “ LDiscovering “ LDiscovering “ LDiscovering “ LDiscovering “ La Pa Pa Pa Pa Patagonia”atagonia”atagonia”atagonia”atagonia”
Through PThrough PThrough PThrough PThrough Panoramic Photographyanoramic Photographyanoramic Photographyanoramic Photographyanoramic Photography
By Alberto Gandsas

For many years I have been fond of
photography, with some incursions
in 16mm amateur cinema.  The

photographs were the classic of any family
album with some adding of journeys or
excursions.

For work reasons, I started travelling to
the south of my country.  Those trips were

never less than 4,000 miles by car in a
circuit that can start either in the West or
the East.  I recommend, by experience, to
start in the East where you enter the
“Patagonia” approximately 700 miles
south from Buenos Aires.

The smooth landscape of the famous
“argentine pampa” changes little by little

as we are
entering in
rough and
windy zones.
We must not
forget that the
National
Route 3 to the
south, which
we take, is
very near the
Atlantic
Ocean.

With large
scenics
opening to our
sight, with
horizons that
seem incred-
ibly faraway,
the panoramic
view before
us invites the
contemplation
of such a
wonder.

It is there ...
in that
moment ...
when you
perceive the

image that slowly grows up in yourself,
and you feel the necessity to transmit it.
As a painter may do with his colors, or
the writer with his words, you take the
camera and begin to discover angles,
composition, color, contrasts and hidden
creativity overflows yourself.

If we then go west, we are travelling
through the country.  We will almost
reach the foot of the “Cordillera de Los
Andes” where lakes, mountains,
snowcapped peaks and places (where,
perhaps, you are the first human being
stepping on them) are waiting for us.
The “Patagonia” is huge, attractive, and
offers for the lover of panoramic
photography endless opportunities.

My enthusiasm for photography is
suddenly inclined towards the pan-
oramic technique, and through the
internet I found IAPP.  I discover in
IAPP a whole world that moves in this
specialization.

Even though my residence is far,
geographically speaking, through the
wonder of Internet, and with the
magnificent IAPP Panorama magazine,
today I receive constant information
about such exciting subject as pan-
oramic photography.

Of course I am at the disposal of the
members of IAPP that would like to
come and visit our “Patagonia” and
return home with wonderful photo-
graphic images.

Alberto Gandsas
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Gandsas@interlink.com.ar
http://www.gandsas.com

their version for free via the web site.
Panorama 2.0 is Year 2000 compliant.

VideoBrush Corporation, founded in
1997, is a leader in the development of
innovative digital video and photographic
technologies.  VideoBrush Corporation
develops and markets technology, SDKs,
and image alignment and mosaic compo-
sition tools that enable personal computer
users to easily create seamless, panoramic,
wide-angle mosaic images from video
generated by camcorders and video
cameras, as well as from still photographs,
especially images created by digital still
cameras.  These panoramic images can be
viewed directly and printed, saved and
exported to another application for further
processing, shared by e-mail or fax, or
posted on a web page and viewed with a
panoramic viewer. Current VideoBrush
products include Panorama, Whiteboard
& Photographer panoramic imaging
software, and associated SDKs.

Ongoing research and development at
VideoBrush is supported by Sarnoff
Corporation of Princeton, NJ and its world
recognized researchers in the fields of
computer vision and pyramid processing.
The Company’s corporate partners include
Toshiba, Sony and Winnov.

VideoBrush, Photographer, Smart-Res,
Big Picture and Panorama are trademarks
or tradenames of VideoBrush. All other
trademarks or tradenames are the property
of their respective owners.

For additional information contact:
VideoBrush Corporation

4690 Carpinteria Ave.
Carpinteria, CA 93013.

805-566-0030/fax: 805-566-0084
marketing@videobrush.com

www.videobrush.com.

VR NewsVR NewsVR NewsVR NewsVR News
from page 6from page 6from page 6from page 6from page 6
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Improve YImprove YImprove YImprove YImprove Your Pour Pour Pour Pour Panoramas by Improving Yanoramas by Improving Yanoramas by Improving Yanoramas by Improving Yanoramas by Improving Your Timingour Timingour Timingour Timingour Timing
By M. Denis Hill

infinite stores of information with you
on location.

Stock photographer Charles Krebs
(425-644-0077) has tailored his program,
Suntracker, to the specific needs of
photographers. An example of this
approach is a report showing the position
of the moon in 15-minute increments for
two hours before and after sunset and
sunrise. Since Krebs wrote Suntracker as
an MS-DOS program, it runs under
DOS, Windows 3.1, or Windows 95. His
product, which is priced at $49, is the
source of information published in
Outdoor Photographer.

The Naval Observatory Multiyear
Interactive Computer Almanac, (MICA)

is touted as an easy-to-use program that
provides much of the information printed
in the annual Astronomical Almanac. It
covers a 16-year period (1990-2005) and
allows the user to tailor computations for
a specific location and accepts input
catalogs of celestial objects prepared by
the user. Version 1.5 of MICA for both
PCs and Macs is about to be released and
orders for it are now being taken.

SunTimes for Windows at http://www.
zephyrs.com/ generates sunrise and
sunset tables for any year and for any
location on Earth. Get monthly reference
tables as output to the screen, printer, or to
ASCII text files. There is a built-in
database of thousands of cities worldwide.

A
color
graphical
display of the
position of the sun shown across the
local sky plots the sun at rise and set,
and for every half-hour between. For
those who plan their photos in excruciat-
ing detail, it’s possible to add the
features of the local horizon like
mountains, buildings, etc., by specifying
the altitude and azimuth points. This

In the last issue of Panorama we
discussed resources (published in print
and online) for insuring you are in the
right place at the right time for your
panoramic photographs. Now let’s see
what’s available in software and the
advantages software has over other
sources.

Software solutions have several
advantages over print and Internet
sources of information. Software

offers more selective data than books, and
better graphical representation than most
web sites. Some software offers represen-
tations of data that are elsewhere unavail-
able. And your laptop computer brings
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program also calculates times of twilight
and the maximum altitude of the sun,
time of maximum altitude
(local Noon) and hours of sunshine for
each day. Besides rise and set times, get
the horizon location, or azimuth, for
where the sun rises and sets. The effects
of refraction are even included for
precise sunrise/sunset times. For high
latitude locations, program indicates if
the sun never rises or sets (midnight sun
effect). This program for Windows 3.1
or 95 is priced at $59.95.

Moonrise version 3.2 at http://www.
iserv.net/~bsidell/moonrise.htm
advertised as a simple-to-use, yet
accurate program designed to run on
Windows 95 or Windows NT 3.51 or
later. Moonrise for Windows 3.1 is
available to download. Moonrise is a
shareware program offered for free trial
usage. If you keep it, you are expected to
register it for $20.00 U.S.

Sunrise Sunset Calculator at http://

www.suncreations.com/sun.html is a
shareware program that calculates
sunrise, sunset and twilight times for
locations worldwide. Results are said to
be accurate to within five minutes in
Alaska, and more so elsewhere.

EarthWatch  at http://www3.
stratos.net/lnagy/ graphically presents
in real-time a dynamic Mercator
projection map of the world. Features
include: day and night areas of the earth,
sunrise and sunset times for a specified
location and date, comparison of sunrise
and sunset times with those of the
previous day, tracking and display of
latitude/longitude coordinates and major
cities as you move the cursor over the
map, position, age, and phase of the
moon. Three map types are offered:
elevation, natural features, or national
boundaries.

Conclusion
As you can now see, there is no

excuse for failing to consider celestial

bodies in your
next photo-
graphic itinerary.
When the question
is, “Where will the sun
and moon be,” the answer
is as close as the Internet,
a book, or your com-
puter. In fact, who
among us is
satisfied with a
single camera?
I say, we all
need several of
these sources.

One caveat: remember that your
compass does not point to true north. To
make your readings match the tables
you’ll have to adjust your directions to
true (map) bearings using the magnetic
declination (variation) for each area you
visit. You’ll find this information in
USGS topographic maps or other
sources.

IAPP InternationalIAPP InternationalIAPP InternationalIAPP InternationalIAPP International
Convention 1998!Convention 1998!Convention 1998!Convention 1998!Convention 1998!

What will go down as one of
the most successful
International Conventions

ever, the IAPP International Conven-
tion at Moab was great. There was no
way not to enjoy the Moab area and
the Convention.

The weather was kind to us. Lots of
blues skies with a touch of cloudy
(and a little rainy) weather for those
dramatic weather panoramas.  The
schedule was set up to allow plenty of
time for shooting panoramas of the
incredibly picturesque area.

There was something for everyone
at the Convention this year, with
organized outings and field trips with
local members or those familiar with
the area. Camera manufacturers also

More IAPP Convention, page 15
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Moab  InternationalMoab  InternationalMoab  InternationalMoab  InternationalMoab  International
Convention OutstandingConvention OutstandingConvention OutstandingConvention OutstandingConvention Outstanding
Text and photograph by Seth Arlow

In addition to the great scenery, good
weather and camaradie, a high point for
me was the talk given by Joe DeRenzo on
digital printing of panoramic images,
including the creation of 360º images from
three seperate but stitched together photos
taken with a swing lens camera. The
quality of the ink jet prints was inspiring!

The photo to the left shows a crowd of
IAPP members at Dead Horse Point at
6:30am---reached by our convoy after
dodging cattle on the roadway in the pre-
dawn light.

The passing of the gavel.

Above: IAPP group shot at Monitor &
Merrimak Overlook, photographed by
Peter Lorber and Thomas Bleich.

Left: Charter IAPP member Richard
Fowler receives the PPA National
Award of Merit, for his years of
dedicated service to IAPP. Presented
by John McCarthy.

Joe Strassbaugh won the Noblex. Don Forthuber won the Roundshot. Congratulations Dick!
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IAPP ConventionIAPP ConventionIAPP ConventionIAPP ConventionIAPP Convention
from page 13from page 13from page 13from page 13from page 13

More IAPP Convention, page 31

took members on photography safaris
(bringing along cameras for the members
to try out). Two river trips on the Colorado
River were offered, a river rafting trip and
a night cruise as well. Both got rave
reviews from the participants when they
got back to the hotel.

As with past Conventions, there were
lot’s of Cirkuts and older panoramic
cameras represented, but the real buzz
around the convention was “digital
imaging” and “virtual reality”. IAPP
members who have been working with
this exciting new arena of panoramic
photography, put on demonstrations,
workshops and open forum discussions
about panoramic imaging and its use in
digital and virtual reality applications.

This year there were a number of
special interest workshops presented with
subjects from Antique and Cirkut cameras
to Stock Photography to Digital Imaging
to Hand Built cameras.

Will Landon’s famous panoramic slide
show opened the Convention and the
images from Arches and Canyonlands
were spectacular.

This years print competition was better
than ever, with a record number of prints
being entered for judging.  This issues
cover photograph by Tom Bleich was the
first place winner in the Rotational
category and also won the Fuji Award.
There are more winners printed in the
center spread of the magazine. More
winners will be published in future issues
and will be displayed on the IAPP website
as well.

The first qualifying test for the QPP
was given this year. Jeff Weisenburger and
Dennis Hill worked hard on the test, and
hope to give the test at all local meetings
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The WThe WThe WThe WThe Winnersinnersinnersinnersinners
By Bob McIntyre
Print Competition Chairman

The photo competition was a great
success with 135 prints entered. The
judges did a fine job to get the
following winners.
Straight back cameras:
1. Tom Salyer
2. Denis Tremblay
3. Joseph De Renzo
Swing lens cameras:
1. Fred Yake
2. Denis Tremblay (top)
3. Peter Burg (middle)
Rotation cameras:
1. Thomas Bleich (cover)
2. George Pearl (bottom)
3. Brad Le Payne
Digital:
1. Michael Westmoreland
Kodak  award:
1. George Pearl (bottom)
Fuji Award Digital
1. Michael Westmoreland
Fuji award general
1. Thomas Bleich (cover)

The Fuji general award was also
the best of show because the winner
could use any film or paper. The
Kodak award winner had to be on
Kodak film and paper.
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Moab PMoab PMoab PMoab PMoab Panoramasanoramasanoramasanoramasanoramas

Thanks!Thanks!Thanks!Thanks!Thanks!I want to thank the Judges for
their fine work, Chuck Peterson for
getting the Kodak award and John
McCarthy for the two Fuji awards.

Winners please send your
winning photo to IAPP to be
published in Panorama magazine.

Bob McIntyre

This 360°+ pan of members comparing different cameras supplied by vendors, after the group shot, was taken with the Lookaround camera by Warren Wight.

Balanced Rock at Dusk was photographed by Alan Kafton with his 35mm Roundshot.

This cropped Noblex pan of Jeff Weisenburger, Will Landon and Pat Landon was photographed at Monument Valley by Kathy Clark.

4-wheelin' at Canyonland’s. Photo by Jeff Weisenburger. The start of the River Raft excursion. Photo by Jan Burg.
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Brad LaPayne with his #10 Cirkut at
Potash Lake in Canyonlands.

Tom Bleich shooting Canyonlands Park
with his Roundshot w/28mm lens.

Will Landon with the Super 70mm
Roundshot shooting Potash Lake.

Shooting PShooting PShooting PShooting PShooting Pansansansansans
In MoabIn MoabIn MoabIn MoabIn Moab

Below are a few shots of IAPP mem-
bers taking advantage of the scenery in
and around Moab.
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Historic PHistoric PHistoric PHistoric PHistoric Panoramasanoramasanoramasanoramasanoramas
By Richard Schneider

The USS Maine, a second-class
armored battleship, was launched
in November, 1889 and later

commissioned in September of 1895 with
Captain Arent S. Crowninshield in
command. Late in 1897, the ship was
ordered to report to Havana, Cuba as a
symbol of American Naval strength and to
protect American citizens living in Cuba,
in the wake of revolutionary activities
occurring there with increasing frequency.

Late in the evening on February 15,
1898, a great explosion ripped apart the
entire front end of the ship, killing 260 of
the Maine’s 350 crew and officers. The
ship was sunk in the center of Havana
harbor.  A court of inquiry assembled in
March was unable to link the destruction
of the Maine with any group or individual.
The disaster however, would ignite
America’s military engagement with
Spain.

On August 5, 1910, Congress autho-
rized the raising of the Maine and ordered
the Army Corps of Engineers to supervise
the operation. Along with trying to
determine what exactly caused the
explosion, the Corps was faced with the
grim task of removing an estimated 70
bodies still in the ship. In October of
1910, President Taft approved a plan to
construct a cofferdam, or temporary
watertight enclosure, around the USS

Maine. The cofferdam consisted of 20
steel cylinders, each 50 feet in diameter,
which were filled with clay and gravel.
The cylinders were driven 38 feet into the
harbor floor and connected to each other
by sheet metal walls. This process enabled
a far more thorough investigation to be
carried out, as well as enabling the
engineers to seal what was left of the hull
so the ship could be refloated. These
cylinders are clearly visible in the photo-
graph, which also illustrates that at the
time it was taken (June of 1911); the full
drainage had yet to be completed.

The removal of the sailors’ bodies was
completed first along with the removal of
the ship’s masts. The remains were
transported stateside and buried with full
military honors at Arlington Cemetery.
The foremast was transported to the US
Naval Academy in Annapolis; the
mainmast became part of the Maine
Memorial at Arlington. However, deter-
mining what caused the blast would prove
inconclusive, despite the meticulous
documentation and study of the ship’s hull
and accompanying fragments. The
controversy has still not been settled, as an
article in the February 1998 issue of
‘National Geographic’ would testify to.

After the investigative process was
exhausted in February 1912, the coffer-
dam was flooded and the Maine was

refloated. On March 16, escorted by US
Navy ships and gunboats from the
Republic of Cuba, the Maine was towed
out to sea where, four miles off the coast,
it was sunk with great ceremony in about
600 fathoms of water.

The Still Picture holdings contain nine
additional panoramic views of the salvage
operation as taken by American Photo Co.
and Harris Bros. in the Chief of Engineers
record group. They also have additional
panoramic views of Cuba in Record
Group 165-PCW, including a shot taken
on the day of the resinking of the Maine,
as the ships escorting the hulk were
exiting Havana Harbor (165-PCW-B-24).
The Center for Legislative Archives has
the “Final Report on Removing the Wreck
of Battleship ‘Maine’ from Havana,
Cuba” which details the entire operation
(House Document 480, 63rd Congress,
2nd Session). The Centennial of the
sinking of the Maine occurred in
February, 1998.

“Wreck of the USS Maine. June 16, 1911”
By American Photo Co.
National Archives and Records
Administration
Records of the Office of the Chief of
Engineers (77-RM-673)

Tilt It!Tilt It!Tilt It!Tilt It!Tilt It!
By Joseph DeRenzo

Over the years I’ve listened to
many fellow photographers
complain about swing-lens

cameras regarding the smiles and
frowns they create when the camera is
tilted up or down.
There are times when tilting the
camera down can create a very desired
effect given the right circumstance.
This is sometimes referred to as the
“Top of the World” look. This effect
has been used with great results.

Tilting the camera up on the other
hand is something I do only if I need
information that is out of the lens’
field of view. The only problem with
this approach is the swing-lens
distortion that results. But with the
advent of computers and software
such as PhotoShop, swing-lens
distortion isn’t a problem. I’ve chosen
a couple of recent images to use as
examples of what can be done by
tilting the camera and then correcting
the images in PhotoShop.

The first example is of an image
taken while attending the recent Moab
Convention. If you’ve ever visited the
Goosenecks just north of Monument
Valley, the first thing you do at the
edge of the cliffs is look down. Way
down. At the far-left end of the
parking lot is a trail that leads down
into the canyon about 100 yards. From
this vantagepoint the view is spectacu-
lar. The San Juan River winds its way
through the canyon like the neck of a
goose oddly enough. This was my
third visit and I wanted to try and

More Tilt It, page 20
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capture more of the river in my
images. Even when one is down as far
as the trail will go, some of the river
remains out of the camera’s field of
view. Of course one could use a
camera with a shift lens or a camera
that utilizes a tilt mechanism like those
used with cirkuts, but my aim was to
achieve this with a hand-held camera,
which was all I had at the time.

The first example is the camera used
in the level position (top right). As you
can see some of the river is below the
bottom of the image. When the camera
is tilted down however, more of the
river is visible as in the second
example (middle right). This image
could work as a Top of the World shot
if that were the desired effect. If on the
other hand you wanted a more rectilin-
ear look, one would need to correct the
distortion in PhotoShop as is shown in
the third example (bottom right).

The next set of images (next page)
need no introduction, as I’m sure you
know where this is - Las Vegas.
Having no shift capabilities on the
camera, I simply tilted the camera up
far enough to capture the tops of the
neon lights, but as you can see in the
first example, the distortion is very
evident in the picture.  The second
example shows the image with the
distortion corrected so as to emulate
the use of a shift lens. So if all you
have at your disposal is a non-shift
swing-lens camera, don’t let its
limitations stop you from achieving the
image you might have in mind.
Expanding on a cameras capabilities
can be both challenging and enjoyable,
especially when it works this well.

Tilt ItTilt ItTilt ItTilt ItTilt It
from page 19from page 19from page 19from page 19from page 19

Tilt It Gooseneck SamplesTilt It Gooseneck SamplesTilt It Gooseneck SamplesTilt It Gooseneck SamplesTilt It Gooseneck Samples

Image taken with camera in the level position.

Image taken with camera in the tilted down position.

Image with distortion corrected in PhotoShop.

PPPPPanoramaanoramaanoramaanoramaanorama
Needs YNeeds YNeeds YNeeds YNeeds Yououououou
SubmissionSubmissionSubmissionSubmissionSubmission
GuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelinesGuidelines
By Warren Wight

Just a reminder that all the
articles for Panorama magazine
are contributed by IAPP

members. To keep producing a
magazine of the caliber of Panorama
we must continue to receive submis-
sions from the general membership.

We invite all members to submit
articles about cameras, new technical
advances, panoramic travel stories
and tips, unusual assignments, as
well as images or anything else
related to panoramic imaging.

Remember, Panorama is your
magazine. Send in those articles,
photographs, tips, etc. now. Below
are some guidelines for contributing
to Panorama magazine.

Articles:
Article submissions are accepted
both traditionally and digitally.

Traditional (Hard Copy) -
Articles must be typewritten or
printed using a non-italic font of at
least 12 points. Single space with no
indents. Handwritten articles and
classified ads will be used at the
discretion of the editor.

Digital - Articles can be supplied
digitally on the following IBM and
Macintosh media; 3 1/2” floppy,
44mg Syquest, Zip disk or CD. Files

More Guidelines, page 23
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BuyBuyBuyBuyBuy, Sell & T, Sell & T, Sell & T, Sell & T, Sell & Trade....rade....rade....rade....rade....free ads for membersfree ads for membersfree ads for membersfree ads for membersfree ads for members

For Sale: Cambo Wide Outfit.
Camera with 65mm Super Angulon and
90mm Super Angulon lenses. Center
filter for 65mm lens. Horseman 6x12
back and also ground glass back.
Cambo inline viewing hood. Optical
finder with masks for both lenses.
Cambo metal case holds all of the
above. This equipment is in nearly new
condition. Price $3200. Jim Amos,
410-758-2649 fax 410-758-4340.

For Sale: V-Pan 617 with standard
and wide angle bellows, standard and
breakdown rails, 3 lens boards, (#0, #1,
#3), & G.G. protector, $2600.
Hasselblad 500CM (marked "500C") w/
50mm Blk CT* lens, 24 back, 45º
metered prism finder, $2500.
Hasselblad bellows w/ shade & double
cable release, $200. Contact Ron Tuttle,
309-688-2504.  403 E. Archer Ave.,
Peoria, IL 61603.

Trade: Want to trade a Noblex 150/6
for Noblex 35mm camera. Please
contact Jeff Rogers, 800-949-8831.
jeffreyrogers@mindspring.com.

Tilt It LTilt It LTilt It LTilt It LTilt It Las Vas Vas Vas Vas Vegas Samplesegas Samplesegas Samplesegas Samplesegas Samples

Original image taken with camera tilted up to capture the tops of the neon lights.
Distortion is very noticable.

Same image with the distortion corrected so as to emulate the use of a shift lens.

Wanted: Schneieder 47mm f5.6
Super Angulon with Copal shutter to
cover 6x9 cm or equivalent. Alan Bank,
PO Box 1456, Tupelo, MS 38802.
601-680-2699 or fax 601-842-7598.

For Sale: Hulcherama #9 (1978),
mechanical model, no lens but does
have roller for Mamiya 35mm lens,
$900. Mamiya 150mm f3.5 lens with
roller and gear for Hulcherama, $400.
Tripod, Gitzo Tele Studex series 5, max
height of 10 feet with 3-wat head, $750.
Tripod, Weissgarber, max height of 30
feet, $1,800. Robert Meiborg, 1487
Groton Lane, Wheaton IL 60187-7747,
630-668-5418.

For Sale: Hulcheram (#87), Mamiya
80mm lens, 2 sets of roller/gears,
$3,000. With 80mm and 35mm lenses, 5
sets of roller/gears, two batteries,
$3,800. Ron Rife, 209-584-8468.

Looking for a special piece of
equipment or want to unload some
stuff that's collecting dust? Use the
IAPP classifieds. Remeber they are
always free to members.

Panoramics NorthWest, Inc.
Digital Services for the Panoramic Photographer

•Scanning •Cirkut Photo Restoration •CD Writing •Digital Printing/Proofing •QT-VR Authoring  •Website Services
Vist our website at: www.pansnw.com for info on Panoramic Cameras
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